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additional irradiation by y-rays of 60Co source. Preliminary irradiation of samples was conducted
in cadmium-plated channel of the reactor. Dose rate of accompanying y-radiation is determined
as 1250R/s using KI quartz glass based dosimeter. The spectra of the induced absorption (losses)
were calculated by an expression A(X)=(lO/L)xlg[T(X)/To(?i)], where To(X,) and T(A,) are
transmissions of samples before and after irradiation, L-sample length [m], A(X.)- optical losses
[dB/m].

It's established that the transformation processes of previously existing structure damages
arising during fiber drawing into other ones and creations of additional defects under influence of
neutrons depends on hydroxyl content and type of fibers cladding material.

It's shown that under influence of y-rays at doses 105, 5-105, 106, 5.106, 107, 5-107 and 108R
the two-stage accumulation of non-bridging oxygen hole centers (NBOHC) is observed in
preliminary neutron-irradiated OF. The first stage is caused by appearance of potential NBOHC
arising during fiber drawing and irradiation of OF by neutrons. The dose value of y-rays at the
beginning of the second stage that is connected to creation of additional NBOHC under y-rays
action decreases with growth of preliminary irradiation fiuence.

We suppose that under neutron irradiation of OF along with transformation of previously
existing damages and creation of additional point defects there is formation of areas with the
higher density than in quartz glass which concentration increases with growth of irradiation
fiuence. Hence, the volume of such areas where =Si-O-Si= bonds are strained increases too. In
condensed quartz glasses the rupture of strained =Si-O-Si= bonds under y-irradiation arising
during condensation is dominant during NBOHC creation processes.

Thus, we assume that the first stage of increasing the number of NBOHC is caused by
creation of previously existing NBOHC and transformation of potential centers into NBOHC
under y-rays action. After the certain values of y-irradiation doses the creation of additional
NBOHC in OF begins at the expense of strained =Si-O-Si= bonds rupture under y-rays action.
The probability of formation of additional NBOHC near and in volume of germs is higher than in
other structure damage types. The increase of concentration and type of structure defects with
growth of neutron fiuence results in decreasing the value of y-irradiation dose at which the
second stage of NBOHC increase is observed.
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This paper presents results of researches of optical hardness of y -irradiated with doze 104-
109 rad alkali-silicate (K, GLS, LGS) and quartz (KU, KV, KSG) glasses against influence of
radiation neoduimium laser with intensity q = 0,1-1000 GWt/cm2. It is observed, that the laser
produces damage of surface and volume of investigated glasses before and after y -irradiation.
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This damage has threshold character and is always accompanied by a bright luminescence of
plasma. Definition of threshold values of intensity superficial qs and volumetric qa laser produced
damage was made by the complex method - fixing the moment of damage of transparent
dielectric by simultaneous registration of the laser impulse which has passed through plasma of
breakdown, mass-charge spectrum of ions of plasma and measuring the energy falling on the
glass, and of penetrated and mirror-image radiations; and by optical microscopy. This method of
research of influence /-induced in transparent dielectric radiating defects on its optical stability
against influence of laser radiation allows not only to define values qs and qj in the investigated
interval of dozes, but also to investigate in details physical phenomena taking place in this
process of interaction. On the basis of the received data quantitative characteristics of optical
durability of the investigated glasses on wave length of 1= 1,06 microns depending on dozes of
y -irradiation and intensity of laser radiation are made. Doze dependences of charge and power
spectra and quantitative characteristics of ions of plasma of breakdown were investigated at
q^qs. In the investigated interval of dozes of y- irradiation and intensity of laser radiation by a
method of optical microscopy the morphology of occurring laser damage as surfaces, and volume
of glass is also studied. It is found, that /-induced defects in investigated glasses strongly effect
on thresholds of damage qs and qa and on characteristics of ions of plasma. Significant growth of
total number of ions of all frequency rates of charge Ny reduction of maximal energy Emax and

frequency rates of a charge Zmax ions are observed. Correlation between parameters of superficial
damage - threshold qs and the size of damage d and characteristics of ion plasma - N y , Zmax

and Emax are also observed.
Damages, as microscopic researches have shown, looked like the microcrater representing

the fused layer with a flat bottom and melted edges. Such structure of craters is consequences of
the thermal action accompanying damages by plasma. With growth of a doze / -irradiations of
investigated glasses the sizes of damage grow considerably with the increase in diameter d of
formed the craters received at the same values q. It is shown that the increase in intensity of a
laser radiation up to 1000 GWt/cm2 leads to the catastrophic damage of the surface leading to
breaking of glass. Results of microscopic researches show that the damage of surface and volume
of the investigated non- irradiated glasses begins locally in the separate from each other small
size parts where the congestion of the absorbing defects breaking the structure of glass was
formed. Those are initially present in structure of glass alien impurity inclusions, dislocations and
vacancies, bubbles and pores and others of heterogeneity.

Concentration of absorbing defects in glass considerably increases due to formation of the
radiating defects caused by / - irradiation. This leads to an additional power consumption of a
laser radiation on heating and evaporation of substance of a target, and consequently to reduction
of a part of laser radiation, too, which is spent for heating and ionization of plasma. This seems to
be a reason for reduction Z max and Emax of emitted ion by plasma and strong growth of output of
ions from plasma of / - irradiated glass connected with recombined processes taking place in
plasma.
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